PUBLICITY	iv.
behalf. Most of the illustrations in this book are taker;
from recently made slides and a very large selection is now
available in the Punjab.1
(b) Cinemas. The first cost of these is rather high and
good films are very hard to make. For the Punjab, at any
rate until some better arrangement can be made, our best
plan will perhaps be to hire a cameraman and stage the
whole film ourselves. For teaching purposes, photography
of actual scenes should be combined with cartoons. For
instance, cartoons would make broad fun of those who
farm badly or keep bad cattle, while good ploughing and
the various breeds of good cattle would be shown by actual
photographs. A good drama of village life with an ' uplift'
thread skilfully woven into it would be invaluable both
in the towns and in the villages, and some of the cost of
making such films might be recovered by commercial
bookings. Another form of drama is to follow the histories
of two families, one which did, and one which did not,
follow the teachings of the new life. To attract the people
and entertain them between the instructional films it is
probable that good silent films could be got very cheap
from England with such subjects as the Royal Family,
sport, travel, adventure, pageantry, science made simple,
natural history, cartoons, and so on.
There is some doubt whether films should be standard
size or sixteen millimetre. The latter cannot be enlarged,
and will only serve a limited audience. Standard size are
useful for all occasions and can, if necessary, be reduced.
The running costs of a travelling cinema are much the
same whichever size is used, and it is probably better to
start with standard size. Time enough when touring
cinemas are well established to try sub-standard outfits,
1 See pp. 283-4.

